Abstract

Metatarsalgia is one of the most common causes of forefoot pain, and it is characterized by pain in the front part of the foot under the head of the metatarsal bones. Primary metatarsalgia is idiopathic, but it has been suggested to be related to forefoot plantar compression. Because of the various causes of metatarsalgia, there is the need to thoroughly consider the etiology of metatarsalgia to find novel, effective, and conservative treatments for metatarsalgia to avoid surgical treatment. Pressure reduction or redistribution can be achieved using toe exercise, flat shoe inserts, metatarsal pads, custom-molded inserts, and rockerbars. There was no need for one treatment. If toe function was poor, toe exercises were recommended. If dorsiflexion of the ankle joint was limited, the Achilles tendon was stretched. If the pain was localized to the plantar aspect of the 2nd MTP, a decompression insole was applied. If swelling occurred, anti-inflammatory drugs were indicated to reduce inflammation. The combination of the two was appropriate for this condition. Toe exercises can improve balance and are worth trying. An in-depth understanding of the various etiologies of metatarsal and toe deformities is essential for successful treatment.

Introduction

Metatarsalgia was first described in 1988 as pain in and around the head of the metatarsal or metatarsophalangeal joint and adjacent soft tissues. It is one of the most common causes of forefoot pain, and it is characterized by pain in the front part of the foot under the head of the metatarsal bones. It is considered a syndrome with primary and secondary causes. Primary metatarsalgia is idiopathic, but it has been suggested to be related to forefoot plantar compression. Secondary metatarsalgia is associated with metabolic, neurological, postsurgical, or traumatic events. Although the exact cause is unclear, the mechanical overload of weight-bearing forces is considered the underlying etiology of primary metatarsalgia. The first approach to treatment is conservative, and it requires more detailed knowledge of the forefoot condition.

Why Conservative Treatment?

Primary metatarsalgia is regarded as an abnormality related to the anatomy of the metatarsal bones, as well as their relationship with the rest of the foot, and it leads to overload. Metatarsal bone length discrepancy has received the most attention so far. Our previous study showed that index minus is very common in patients with metatarsalgia. This suggests that the second metatarsal was relatively long, and the metatarsal length seemed to influence the onset of metatarsalgia. Previous studies have shown that metatarsal shortening osteotomy following the failure of nonsurgical
treatment is an effective modality for the management of metatarsalgia. However, this type of osteotomy remains debated. A previous study showed that metatarsal length did not affect plantar-loading parameters. Furthermore, transfer metatarsalgia and non-union following shortening osteotomy are severe problems that cannot be ignored. Therefore, we have to find novel, effective, and conservative treatments for metatarsalgia to avoid surgical treatment.

There is the need to thoroughly consider the etiology of metatarsalgia.

Evolutionary Perspective

Humans walk upright regularly. From a historical standpoint, human bipedalism evolved from ape-quadrupedalism. This trait makes us unique among primates. Weidenreich noted that the bipedal condition of man is entirely different from that of other primates in terms of the extension position in the frontal plane. This extreme extension position facilitates quicker and easier lifting and the forward movement of the leg. As a result, this enabled humans to leave the forest, which is the habitat of all other apes. Our feet no longer have the ability to grasp and manipulate objects because the toes became shorter and the big toe grew in line with the other toes. In non-human apes, pedal digital flexors account for a large proportion of the muscle volume crossing the ankle joint. Compared with non-human apes, humans have larger triceps. To bear the weight from this extra muscle volume, humans have evolved to have an enlarged calcaneus. As a result of the bipedal evolution, humans lost the strength of pedal digital flexors and gained strong triceps and heel bones. In addition to evolutionary weaknesses, the foot plantar flexion, human muscles tended to decrease in mass with age. It is easy to assume that the toes are predisposed to dysfunction, which can lead to pathological conditions of the foot.

Mechanical Basis of Metatarsalgia

The stance phase accounts for 60% of the gait cycle, and it is further subdivided into three distinct “rocker” phases (Figure 1). The first rocker phase accounted for 10% of the total gait cycle. During the subsequent stance phase, the ankle functioned as a second rocker, accounting for 20% of the gait cycle. During this phase, the foot remained flat on the ground. During the toe-off phase, which is the third and final phase of the rocker that accounts for 30% of the gait cycle, only the forefoot was in contact with the ground. During the toe-off phase of the gait cycle, the metatarsal heads and toes were the only points of contact with the ground, and they became load-bearing. When walking, the load increases by approximately two times the bodyweight before toe-off at the MTP joints, which is the combined effect of the forward-falling and ground reaction force loads applied to the forefoot. When the toes lose the ability to functionally push off the ground, there is an increased load on the metatarsal area. Repetitive overloading in the metatarsal area causes metatarsalgia.

Zelik et al. investigated the coordination of MTP flexors and extensors using electromyography recordings and showed substantial inter-subject variability of the relative magnitudes of MTP flexor activation, even though their studies were on healthy human participants. Age-related changes and pathological conditions cause further differences in the MTP flexors.

Keys in determining conservative treatment methods

First, the kind of shoes the patient wears is checked; for example, high heels or flat shoes. Then, the part that is worn out is assessed. If the lateral side is worn out, lateral ground contact was presumed, and an excessive load is applied. The next physical examination is performed to check the range of motion of the ankle joint. If dorsiflexion of the ankle joint is limited, the Achilles tendon (triceps muscle) is contracted, and the forefoot is easily overloaded. We try dorsiflexing the ankle joint separately with the knee joint extended and the knee joint flexed. If dorsiflexion of the ankle joint improves when the knee is flexed, contracture of the gastrocnemius muscle is presumed. Next, the patient performs a flexion movement of the toes, and it is evaluated. In several cases, the patient is unable to flex and extend the toes well, which indicates a toe dysfunction. Next, the patient stands and the neutrality of the hindfoot is assessed. In the case of varus, the foot is grounded on the lateral side, which may put more stress on the 4th and 5th MTP joints. The location of the greatest tenderness is determined. The most common is the plantar side of the 2nd MTP joint, where the transverse arch collapses and the metatarsals are overloaded based on their length. It is also necessary to observe the condition of the plantar skin, which often forms calluses on the bottom side of the 2nd MTP joint (Figure 2). This is indicative of excessive loading in the area. After verifying the above, the treatment method is selected.
Conservative Treatment for Primary Metatarsalgia

Pressure reduction or redistribution can be achieved using toe exercise, flat shoe inserts, metatarsal pads, custom-molded inserts, and rockerbars.

There was no need for one treatment. If toe function was poor, toe exercises were recommended. If dorsiflexion of the ankle joint was limited, the Achilles tendon was stretched. If the pain was localized to the plantar aspect of the 2nd MTP, a decompression insole was applied. If the pain was limited to the plantar aspect of the 2nd MTP, a decompression insole was worn. If swelling occurred, anti-inflammatory drugs were indicated to reduce inflammation. The combination of the two was appropriate for this condition.

Toe exercise

We reported that toe exercise improved toe flexion strength and metatarsalgia. Therefore, metatarsalgia may be alleviated by improving toe function. This is consistent with other reports that metatarsalgia was improved by toe training, although this is a case report. Metatarsalgia is thought to be caused by imbalance due to load control, and toe training can be effective treatment. Toe exercises strengthen the intrinsic muscles of the foot and, consequently, contribute to the stability of the foot arch during the toe-off phase. If toe function is poor, the toes cannot push off the ground firmly during the toe-off phase, and the metatarsal area receives loading. By training the toe function, the toes can cover the load on the ball area, reducing the load at each step and improving metatarsalgia.

Achilles stretching exercise

The equinus ankle position due to contracture of the heel cord and calf muscle is a contributing factor to metatarsalgia. Physical therapy focuses on stretching the heel cord and calf muscles to reduce pressure on the forefoot and improve metatarsalgia. Evidence suggests that the mechanical and morphological properties of the Achilles tendon are affected by acute exercise. Prolonged stretching and repeated maximal isometric contractions of the triceps surae appear to cause the most consistent and pronounced reductions in Achilles tendon stiffness and hysteresis.

Shoes and Insoles

The condition of the shoes should be checked, and they should be changed if necessary. Wearing proper shoes is essential for the treatment of metatarsalgia, especially if the shoes are causing symptoms. Shoes with high heels put more stress on the metatarsal heads. Shoes suitable for the treatment of metatarsalgia include shoes with sufficient cushioning in the sole, a wide toe box, and a low heel. It is important to educate the patient about what kind of shoes are not good for metatarsalgia. Improvements in footwear and orthotics can reduce localized pressure on the foot and relieve pain. Orthotics with metatarsal pads (Figure 3) have been shown to reduce plantar pressure on the metatarsal heads. In a study of insole-induced plantar pressure, the peak pressure reduction curve showed a general trend of decreasing peak pressure with increasing insole thickness. The peak pressure had a maximum reduction of approximately 26.4% in the insole-only condition.
Callus Shaving

If the patient has callus formation on the sole, pain can be improved by shaving with a callus file, pumice stones, a scalpel, or a callus blade. This is a simple and effective method for managing painful conditions.

Surgical Treatment

Surgery is indicated when pain does not improve after treatment with the above-mentioned therapies. The type of surgery is determined by the underlying etiology. If the problem is the length of the metatarsal bone, a shortening osteotomy is indicated, and if there is contracture of the Achilles tendon, a lengthening procedure is preferred. In some cases, metatarsal head resection or plantar condylectomy may be indicated. These surgical techniques may be performed simultaneously depending on the condition. However, unnecessary surgery should be avoided as much as possible, and a detailed knowledge of the condition is of utmost importance.

Conclusions

Because of the various causes of metatarsalgia, the initial treatment should be nonoperative. Nonoperative treatment may include wearing appropriate footwear and physical therapy, such as toe exercises and insoles. Toe exercises can improve balance and are worth trying. An in-depth understanding of the various etiologies of metatarsalgia is essential for successful treatment. An in-depth understanding of the various etiologies of metatarsal and toe deformities is essential for successful treatment.
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